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ABSTRACT
As the Internet of Things (IoT) has grown more prevalent, the gateway has become a critical linchpin of IoT network architectures.
To bring constrained embedded devices online, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) has proven to be particularly popular for the low power
sensors and actuators pervasive in the consumer IoT market. And
yet, the gateways that facilitate cloud connectivity for such devices
incur burdensome time, cost, and unreliability. This problem persists because current gateways conflate many application-specific
functions, which continues to fuel the trend of requiring separate
expensive, custom, and over-provisioned solutions for each brand
or class of device to establish reliable network connectivity. One
route to address the problem is the over-provisioned gateways at
the heart of Apple and Google’s smart home offerings. Another
approach involves adding ephemeral gateway functions on pervasive connected devices like smartphones. In this paper, we explore
a third approach that strips the gateway down to its bare essentials and eliminates the rest. We test the approach on the Espressif
ESP32, a $3 microcontroller that contains built-in Wi-Fi and BLE
radios, with a deployment of low-power IoT devices, evaluating
the performance, drawbacks, and tradeoffs. Our results suggest
that this is a promising technique for cost-sensitive applications
with low deployment densities and aggregate data rates, but more
capable design points may be preferred as these assumptions are
relaxed.
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Figure 1: The Gateway Problem. Current state-of-the-art for
reliable low-power IoT connectivity still typically incorporates a
siloed, over-provisioned, and expensive stationary gateway for
each brand or class of device. The other popular data transport
mechanism is the use of device-specific apps on the owners’ phones,
which can opportunistically form a bridge to the Internet as a
background process, but only through meager allowances of time—
dictated by the OS—to receive, transmit and process data. [12, 30]
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1

THE GATEWAY PROBLEM

In 2015, there was an emerging gateway problem in the Internet
of Things (IoT) [35]: application-layer gateways both in software
and hardware only provided application-specific connectivity to
the Internet—an issue especially for constrained IoT devices, as
illustrated in Figure 1. Since then, the Internet of Things has grown,
permeating the consumer and industrial market sectors. There are
now over 20 billion devices connected to the Internet across the
globe today [21].
This number, however, is less than half of the estimate industry
leaders predicted for the anticipated IoT-infused market a decade
ago [5, 10]. This outcome is due, in part, to a lack of affordable,
application-agnostic infrastructure through which more resourcelimited devices could access the Internet. It is evident that gateways
have remained the Achilles heel of low-power connectivity for the
Internet of Things.
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NETWORK OVERVIEW

To facilitate data transport between devices and the cloud on the
simplified static gateway, we propose applying the approach from
prior work [35], that specifies two general and reusable techniques
for transferring data that can support many applications over a
system like ESP32. An overview of the architecture is shown in
Figure 2.
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A number of factors have helped alleviate some of the past critical issues with IoT networks. For instance, alliances between several
organizations across the industry have formed to agree on common
standards for data protocols and user accessibility, limiting the number of custom solutions required [6, 17, 33]. Furthermore, popular
cloud services and frameworks now facilitate orchestration and
automation between multiple device classes, which are all assumed
to have reliable network connectivity [3, 19]. The introduction of
smart speakers present an additional access point to several brands
of devices in the consumer space, typically limiting functionality
to user-initiated controls and “scenes” [2, 4, 16].
But devices—particularly those on the edge that rely on lowpower operation—still often require their own custom infrastructure or piggyback on unreliable mediums to establish connection
to the Internet. Current application-specific hardware gateways are
expensive one-off systems that implement different custom communication protocols for each device. The continuing standard of
requiring users to obtain one for each brand of device is untenable
if the IoT market is to grow.
It may be useful to leverage ubiquitous mobile infrastructure
and perform gateway functions through smartphones, as has been
explored in previous work [34, 35]. However, it has proven challenging to provide reliable long-term connectivity for constrained
IoT devices using such methods in practice. Smartphone apps may
set up a process to listen for devices and perform gateway functions
for them in the background, but such operations are limited due to
performance optimizations set by the phones’ operating systems,
especially in more recent versions of Android and iOS. This, along
with the uncertainty of how often a phone with the right app will
be in proximity means many devices do not receive the connectivity
they need. There exists a gap in the IoT ecosystem of good quality,
affordable bridging mechanisms for low-powered end devices.
We propose the use of ubiquitous, low-cost static gateways in
scenarios and environments requiring long-term reliable throughput, especially with connection-less data transport for low-power
devices. In pursuit of this effort, we simplify the gateway to its most
essential parts — communications and processing — and we consider inexpensive off-the-shelf components that might satisfactorily
work to fulfill this role. Notably the ESP32, a $3 system-on-chip
(SoC) which has recently grown in popularity, incorporates Wi-Fi
and Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) radios as a convenient single
package with a built-in processor and memory [11].
We explore and optimize the design and performance of gateway functions using single and multi-microcontroller implementations, particularly for reliable opportunistic data forwarding, as
well as support for application needs like simple device provisioning, high-rate two-way communication, and Internet Protocol (IP)
compatibility.
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Figure 2: Architecture. We apply a previous data transport approach for mobile-based gateways to the static gateway problem
[35]. The approach consists of two primary data transmission mechanisms: (1) via IPv6, using the gateway as an IPv6 router and treating
the peripheral as an IP-connected end host, and (2) via proxy, using
the gateway to forward the device’s BLE profile to the cloud.

2.1

BLE Profile Proxy

In this data transport mechanism, the gateway acts as a proxy
for the information contained in the BLE data structures on the
peripheral. At a high level, the gateway relays the advertisements,
services, characteristics, and attributes shared with it from the BLE
device to a remote endpoint in the cloud.
This is compatible for most existing BLE device setups, as the
data organization between the peripheral and central nodes in current, application-specific BLE interaction will not fundamentally
change. The approach supports opportunistic data forwarding for
devices that primarily broadcast data through BLE advertisements—
common for especially low power devices. Additionally, acknowledgements from the server can include commands to initiate connections and act as a proxy for two-way communication using
standard BLE protocols.

2.2

End-to-End IPv6 Routing

The other data transport mechanism in our proposed network is
IPv6 packet transfer over BLE or Thread 6LoWPAN. This allows
each IoT device to behave as any other IP end host and take advantage of the flexibility and convenience of working at the network
layer. To support this, the peripheral and gateway devices must
both include a 6LoWPAN network stack.
While an official 6LoWPAN specification exists for Bluetooth [27]
and implementations of the network stack are available [31], it is
still not yet commonly utilized by most BLE peripherals. 6LoWPAN
sees perhaps greater utilization on 802.15.4 SoCs like the Nordic
nRF82540 [28] using Thread [33].
The inclusion of both a BLE and Thread-capable SoC in a gateway
device allows the flexibility to support two different 6LoWPAN
networks. While we consider and incorporate designs to support
this, we leave the implementation and evaluation of 6LoWPAN
routing to future work.
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Figure 3: BLE packet reception rates. A comparison between
the PRRs of a $3 ESP32, a Linux-based gateway, and a professional
$1000 Teledyne scanner (channel average) during 10 minutes of
scanning with BLE devices sending unique packets every 100 ms.

3

Bluetooth Broadcast Packet Reception

To test the ESP32’s ability to receive BLE advertisement data, we
run a series of 10-minute scans in an isolated environment, with
no external BLE interference. We compare with the average results
of a professional $1000 Teledyne BPA scanner which runs on a
single BLE channel at a time (3 total), as well as the results of a
Linux-based gateway running Noble, a NodeJS Bluetooth scanning
library. With devices each sending a unique packet every 100 ms,
the ESP32 achieves a packet reception rate (PRR) ranging from
96% for a single device to 67% for 50, as shown in Figure 3. This
performs better than the Linux-based gateway and is comparable
to the average performance of the dedicated BPA scanners.
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Figure 4: BLE read/write transmission rates on ESP32.
State

Power

Current

Wi-Fi & BLE off

.19 W

37 mA

BLE scanning (w/ Wi-Fi idle)

.54 W

107 mA

HTTP POST (w/ BLE scan off)

.44 W

89 mA

HTTP POST (w/ BLE scan on)

.60 W

119 mA

Table 1: Power/current at various BLE and Wi-Fi states on
ESP32. Read using a Drok USB meter [9].

ESP32 CHARACTERISTICS

ESP32 is an SoC from Espressif that includes Wi-Fi, BLE, two Xtensa
LX6 microprocessor cores, and 520 kB internal SRAM, and can connect up to 64 MB external flash [11]. We explore the characteristics
of the ESP32 to gauge its operational parameters for performing
gateway operations.

3.1

300
Time (s)

Power Draw

We take power readings using a Drok USB meter [9] at different
states while running a simple gateway application that performs an
active BLE scan and sends raw data via HTTP request over Wi-Fi.
The readings are shown in Table 1. Most consumer Wi-Fi routers
require between 4–10 W in normal operation [32]. Under the same
power constraints, about 8–20 ESP32 devices could continuously
run the gateway application. This number of ESP32-based gateways
is more than sufficient to achieve an amount of coverage similar to
that of a consumer Wi-Fi router.

3.3

Bluetooth Connected Data Transport

To test read and write performance in a Bluetooth connection, we
set up two ESP32s, with one in central role and the other as peripheral. Both are set to use the maximum transmission unit (MTU)
of 517 bytes per read/write transaction. The central device writes
data to the peripheral for 10 minutes. Then, in the 10 minutes that
follow, the peripheral sends notifications to the central indicating
it has data to be read. When the central receives each notification,
it initiates a read.
In the test, the peripheral takes 770 ms to connect and configure
itself, and the central takes 830 ms. The read/write transmission
rate is plotted in Figure 4. The average transfer during read is 664
kbps, and write is 683 kbps.

3.4

Radio Coexistence

We note that the ESP32 makes a compromise to enable coexistence
between its BLE and Wi-Fi radios. Both systems share the single
on-board 2.4GHz radio module and antenna connection to perform
their respective tasks. When both BLE and Wi-Fi are required by
software, no one radio can continuously run for an extended period
time. If an application runs both simultaneously, the ESP32 divvies
utilization of the radio module between the two. While this still effectively facilitates connections and negotiated traffic quite reliably
due to built-in delay tolerance, it proves inadequate in performing
comprehensive retrieval of broadcast BLE data. When the Wi-Fi
radio is running, the BLE radio only receives approximately 50% of
advertisement packets with default settings. Radio priority can also
be specified programatically when both radios are in use. Giving
BLE priority increases PRR to around 66%.
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Figure 5: Forwarding performance with different approaches. Tested with unique advertisement packets sent every
100ms, 500ms, and 1s over 10 minute periods.
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GATEWAY ANALYSIS

We test gateway operations on the ESP32 with a deployment of
low-power BLE devices and evaluate its performance. As a driving
application, we explore and analyze services that facilitate data
transport functions for PowerBlade plug-through power meters
[8]. These low-footprint devices monitor loads plugged into power
outlets and use Bluetooth to relay power measurements.

4.1

Forwarding

A key indication of gateway reliability for low-power devices is
performance while forwarding data from advertised BLE packets to
the Internet over Wi-Fi. We test with a basic implementation that
forwards advertisement data to InfluxDB, a time-series database
endpoint in the cloud [20].
The devices for these tests send unique advertisement packets at
intervals of 1 s, 500 ms, and 100 ms for 10 minutes each. At these
advertising rates, the test device effectively simulates broadcast of
the once-per-second power measurement payloads from 1, 2, and
10 PowerBlade devices respectively.
We improve forwarding using various strategies that change
how the BLE/Wi-Fi coexistence ultimately impacts data reception
at the cloud. The performance of each method is shown in Figure 5.
Simple Forwarding. The gateway scans for BLE packets from
the the test devices and sends parsed data to Influx via HTTP POST.
Without modifying default configuration values, approximately
35% of packets are received at the cloud endpoint for all of the
tested advertisement intervals.
Simple Optimized. Performance improves when some of the
default configuration values are modified. We increase the scan
window and interval to 100ms. Data is sent to the cloud in batches
of up to 160 advertisement packets. A second of delay is added after
any HTTP request to allow time for other background processes
to take place, and reduce failures. This increases data reception
performance to nearly 50%.
Priority Switching. The gateway can only acheive 50% because
of the way coexistence of Wi-Fi and BLE, and sharing of radio hardware, is handled by the ESP32, as noted in Section 3.4. Programatically switching priority of the radios as needed improves reception
to about 66%.

Figure 6: Timing diagram of the coordinated approach. Depicts communication between two gateways (GW1 & GW2).
Reboot Method. As we seem to reach the limit of simultaneous radio performance with the priority switching technique, we
consider an approach that instead handles BLE and Wi-Fi tasks
sequentially so that neither cannibalizes the other’s performance
while running. The ESP32 performs a BLE scan at startup. It waits
until the batch limit is reached to start up Wi-Fi, connect to the
network, and send data. Then it reboots to deactivate Wi-Fi, restart
BLE, and repeat the process. Because ESP32 does not load a bloated
OS on boot, the reset is less than half a second.
At initial glance this seems to perform relatively well, particularly
for fewer advertisements. However, as the frequency of advertisements increases, the gateway struggles to support the volume due
to the scanning time lost during the switch. At 100 ms, it just barely
keeps up with the performance of the priority switching method.

4.2

Multiple Forwarders

Next, we explore how coverage increases when multiple gateways
receive data from the same peripherals.
Uncoordinated Gateways. We test the coverage of multiple
gateways, using the priority switching method, without any facilitated coordination. For two gateways situated two feet apart with
the test device a foot away from both, this uncoordinated approach
yields about 80% reception. This setup, however, leads to recurring
periods of redundant reception when both are receiving BLE data
and—more worrisome—data loss when both are in Wi-Fi mode.
Coordinated Gateways. In this approach, two ESP32s coordinate to alternately scan BLE packets from the test device and
HTTP POST data to Influx. This extends from the reboot approach
in which BLE tasks and Wi-Fi tasks are performed sequentially.
Instead of waiting for batch limit to be reached, the BLE-scanning
gateway waits for a packet from the other gateway that indicates
that it has begun scanning. Once this signal is received the first
gateway can halt scanning, startup the Wi-Fi radio, and send its
data. It then reboots, restarts BLE scanning, and broadcasts a packet
to inform the other gateway that its scanning has begun. Figure 6
depicts a timing diagram of this process. Using the same setup as
before, this technique yields roughly 96% reception.

The Internet of Things Still Has a Gateway Problem
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SoCs

Price

Approach

1x ESP32

<$5

Shared BLE & Wi-Fi

2x ESP32

<$10

Distributed BLE & Wi-Fi

2x ESP32 + 1x nRF52840

<$20

Distributed BLE, Wi-Fi, 802.15.4

Table 2: Single & multi-SoC gateway approaches.

5

DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss lingering research questions and tradeoffs that should be more deeply explored when considering use of
the low-cost static gateway approach outlined in this paper.
Figure 7: Gateway hardware. Our design distributes BLE, Wi-Fi,
and 802.15.4 roles between two ESP32s and an nRF52840.

4.3

Connecting

For occasional scenarios requiring larger rates of data transfer from
the device or communication from the cloud to the device, the
gateway can facilitate high-throughput two-way transmission via
BLE connection proxy. We test collection of high-fidelity readings
from BLE services on PowerBlade.
The PowerBlade device has a raw sample collection service
which provides a half-second sample of values (1260 points) for
voltage and change of current. The device also includes a calibration
service that provides the constants to adjusts the data points to
known units. To retrieve a sample, the ESP32 scans for and connects
to the device. Once a connection is established, the gateway reads
the values from PowerBlade’s calibration service. Next, it requests
data from the device’s raw sample service by writing ‘1’ to the
startup characteristic. The ESP32 then reads a chunk of data from
the data characteristic. It repeats these request and read operations
for 10 iterations. The gateway then disconnects, timestamps and
adjusts the data to proper voltage and current values, and sends the
data to InfluxDB via HTTP POST in two chunks. This full operation
takes about 82 seconds (60 s for BLE, 22 s for Wi-Fi).

4.4

Multi-SoC Gateway

The promising results of the coordinated approach indicates that
distributing BLE and Wi-Fi roles to dedicated SoCs improves performance. As a result, we explore creation of a single gateway from
multiple SoCs. Table 2 compares the single- and multi-SoC setups.
Dual-ESP Gateway. This approach uses two dedicated ESP32s
that communicate via SPI to operate as a single gateway. The BLEfocused ESP scans for BLE packets from peripherals. The Wi-Fifocused ESP forwards parsed data over Wi-Fi to an Influx database.
This yields a reception rate of about 96% while also avoiding scaling
issues that occur in denser environments with the reboot method.
ESPxNRF Gateway. Based on these results, we design a custom
high-reception gateway system, as shown in Figure 7. Using modularization to optimize performance and distribute gateway roles,
the design houses two ESP32 modules, SD storage, and a Nordic
nRF52840 — a supplemental chipset with Bluetooth Low Energy
and 802.15.4 [28]. Using the two ESP32s for forwarding performs
the same as the dual-ESP setup. Inclusion of 802.15.4 opens the door
for Thread-based applications, including IPv6 connectivity [17, 33].

5.1

Design

Our gateway analysis reviews a range of techniques for facilitating
communication between device and cloud, each of which present a
set of trade-offs. The initial forwarding technique that runs on a
single ESP32 is capable of receiving roughly two-thirds of broadcast advertisements from devices within moderate range. This is
likely suitable enough in more delay-tolerant deployments which
only require pings at frequencies of minutes, hours, or days. The
multiple forwarder and multi-SoC setups are designed to handle
more frequent forwarding in more dense deployments. Our hardware design is driven by the needs of the PowerBlade deployment,
which produces frequent output from devices at potentially every
outlet in a household. These setups remain relatively low cost and
low power even when multiple SoCs are used. Though it may be
limited in resources, it runs on a simpler processing loop, and is
capable of quickly recovering from crashes as it does not need to
load a bloated OS every time it starts. The benefits for the low-cost
static approach may fall off, however, when deployments demand
highly-responsive, large-volume throughput. But such demands are
often excessive for low-power IoT device deployment scenarios.

5.2

Security

When BLE devices broadcast data in advertisements as they do in
the forwarding approach, that data is accessible to any scanning
BLE device within range. It is important to consider this inherent
risk in any deployment of BLE devices, as advertisements are a
key component of the Bluetooth protocol. At minimum, sensitive
data can be encrypted by the device when broadcast and translated
by the trusted cloud endpoint or the gateway itself, if provisioned
properly for it. Alternatively, devices can broadcast requests for the
gateway to establish secure BLE connections if larger amounts of
sensitive data need to be sent or if a more secure transaction needs
to be facilitated via profile proxy between the device and cloud.

5.3

Industry

It is understandable why the prevailing IoT approach adopted by
industry has favored expensive brand-specific gateways. At face
value, it makes sense as a short-term business decision as a means
for a manufacturer to generate additional revenue, guarantee buyin by its users, and control the full pipeline between device and
cloud. However, the cracks in this approach grow more apparent —
made evident by the relative stagnation of consumer IoT markets
and pushes for standardization between brands. The low-cost static
gateway approach reduces the barrier to user entry, which reduces
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the barrier to device deployment, connectivity, and orchestration.
One potential way to support an industry transition to this approach, is implementing a gateway-as-a-service which could run
many virtual brand-specific gateways on a single physical gateway.

6

RELATED WORK

This paper re-examines and builds upon earlier claims regarding
the IoT gateway problem from 2015 [35]. That work proposed leveraging mobile infrastructure to help alleviate the gateway problem,
the crux of which still holds true. We find, however, that the more
restrictive operating constraints of current mobile OSes and the
ephemeral nature of phone presence makes them specifically less
capable of fulfilling the long-term and delay-intolerant connectivity
needs of many constrained IoT devices. To handle this networking
gap, the work in this paper considers a static gateway approach—
one that is also open, inexpensive, and application-agnostic.
Previous studies identify ESP32 as a desirable option for IoT
applications, but focus on suitability as part of the end device [26].
While its relative low power is highlighted, its typical consumption
is orders of magnitude higher than a standalone BLE SoC—the
difference between lasting years on a battery instead of days [13, 22,
25]. ESP32 is, perhaps, better suited as a wall-powered IoT gateway.
For optimizing gateway performance, we look to previous work
that investigates BLE IoT networks and provides strategies to set
parameters for maximizing throughput [29], expand coverage with
multiple gateways [14], adapt to changes in the spectral environment [18, 24], and create systems built on multi-SoC designs [15].
Examples of broader static gateway approaches exist, providing
insight into the feasibility of supporitng larger scale networks,
but still use a closed application-specific approach [1]. BLE mesh
network techniques have been explored by academic, commercial,
and standards organizations, including a strategy that builds a
mesh network on top of BLE advertisements [7, 23]. A study on
IPv6 over BLE explores how to establish IP-based connections with
4–8 Bluetooth devices through a central gateway system [31]. These
approaches can be applied to our gateway design to provide support
for wider coverage and IP compatibility.

7

CONCLUSION

The gateway remains a pain-point in current state-of-the-art IoT
architectures, particularly with achieving reliable data transport
for resource-constrained edge devices. We suggest an approach
that anchors networking infrastructure for such systems on lowcost, pared-down open static gateways. We first test the approach
on a standalone ESP32 BLE/Wi-Fi SoC, and fine-tune to reduce
contention and improve performance, particularly for connectionless data forwarding scenarios in densely populated environments.
For high-reliability scenarios we develop a custom gateway design which distributes gateway tasks among two ESP32 modules
and an additional BLE/802.15.4 SoC. These setups can proxy as an
Internet-connected BLE profile or translate to IP using 6LoWPAN.
If deployed widely in requisite environments, our approach could
provide cheap and reliable connectivity for a host of devices in a
currently-neglected category of constrained and low-power systems, perhaps reigniting the growth of a more densely populated
and useful Internet of Things.
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